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Privacy Policy for Mobile Apps:

This privacy policy explains how Playsmart-Kids collects and uses information in our mobile
apps and how information is used.
“Playsmart-Kids” also is referred to as “we”, “us”, or “our” in this Privacy Policy.

Personally Identifiable Information:

In the multiple user version, users can assign a name in a player profile. So, we recommend not
to use any personally identifiable information in your player profile.
In the single and multiple user version, the apps collect the player’s play history, and it is only
stored locally on the device, according to the player’s profile name.

In our apps, we do not collect personally identifiable information about you. That means we do
not collect information such as your full name, address, phone number, email address or any
other personal information.

We do not knowingly contact or collect personal information from children under 13. If you
believe we have inadvertently collected such information, please contact us so we can remove
the information immediately.

Location Information:

Our apps do not access geographic location on your device. That means we do not use or
collect your geographic location.

Access to personal data:
In our apps, the data collected from the users are the player’s profile name and play history.
They are only stored locally on the device and can be viewed and/or deleted inside the app.

Sharing of information:

We do not share any personally identifiable information (such as name, address, email address
or phone number) with other companies.

Advertisement:

We have no advertising in our apps, which means you will not see any advertisement that is
targeted to you. In addition, we do not allow advertising companies to collect data through our
apps for advertising.

Questions about privacy:

If you have any questions or concerns about our privacy policies, feel free to email us at
playsmart.kids@gmail.com.

Third party software:

We do not use any third party software in our apps.

Others:

Our free version apps contain a link to app stores (such as Apple App Store or Amazon
Appstore or Google Play Store) for purchasing the full version only. Some of our apps provide
In-App Purchases for anyone who downloads the free version to upgrade or unlock a full
content and some features in the app.

Effective date: July 7, 2016

